Toward Lateral Aerial Grasping & Manipulation Using Scalable Suction
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scalable. That gripper would be mounted on a lightweight, compact Spiral Zipper arm [26], and flown on an eight-rotor propulsion core utilizing thrust vectoring of each propeller, as shown in Fig. 1, with the intent of performing aerial work such as sensor delivery to a wall, physical inspection, or even drilling a hole. The gripper’s ability to grasp featureless surfaces in a versatile way grants the vehicle access to environmental forces and torques that can be used for position stabilization, perching, and force delivery through a potential secondary mechanism. Here, we take the first step toward realizing the full system. We begin by describing a new version of a previously introduced self-sealing suction cup [25], to which significant changes have been made for increasing its scale. We then describe the components of the system, namely the gripper, zipper arm, and propulsion core. Next, we test the force required to activate the cup, its ability to resist normal forces, and its response to angular misalignment and ability to grasp cylinders. Finally, we integrate the gripper and arm onto an air frame and demonstrate wall grasping in the presence of positional noise by simulating experimental flight data from the aerial platform.

II. DESIGN

A. New Self-Sealing Suction Cup

We propose to use active suction in order to fully utilize all available wrenches on featureless surfaces. To easily maximize scalability and versatility of active suction systems, we previously introduced the concept of a self-sealing suction cup [25]. This technology features an internal valve such that the cup remains sealed when not engaged in object contact. However, a small force against the cup lip actuates an internal lever that lifts and compresses the internal plug, opening the valve and allowing the air inside the cup to be evacuated. Such a technology allows for simple, but scalable suction, where all cups can be connected to one central vacuum source, but any subset of the cups may be used without computation or active sensing to determine how to actuate the system, saving power and complexity.

For this paper, we seek significantly greater forces than our previous cup version [9] could achieve. However, scaling the design caused the structures of the cup to fail long before the cup would otherwise forcibly disengage. Therefore, we have significantly modified the design to support this size increase. Fig. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the new design. First, we significantly reduced the amount of rubber in the base of the cup to limit inward bulging stresses when evacuated. Second, we introduced prongs to prevent large compressive loads from breaking the cup. However, the most significant change was to introduce a latching mechanism beneath the cup. This prevents damage to the sensitive internal spring when the cup is under shear or tensile loads. Instead, those forces are passed through the plastic latch structure. Finally, a torsion block is glued between the latches to prevent twisting of the spring. Fig. 3 shows a fully assembled cup and its manufactured components.

B. Suction-based Gripper

Having developed the larger version of the self-sealing suction cup, we desired the ability of the final vehicle to perch on the underside of a ceiling. In addition, we wanted the ability to grasp not just walls, but other objects of interest such as an I-beam, light fixture, or pole, even down to a small object such as a cell phone. Therefore, our design requirements suggested multiple cups capable of handling a total load of up to 15 kg (our initial estimated total vehicle weight) with a safety factor $S_f$ of 2 times the theoretical max load. Considering the maximum load equation

$$L_{max} = \frac{nP(\pi r^2)}{S_f}$$

where $n$ is the number of cups, $r$ is the radius of each cup (assuming they are all the same), and $P$ is the expected pressure differential, we determined that five cups with radius $r = 16.5$ mm would appropriately support the vehicle weight,
assuming our pump could provide at least 70 kPa pressure differential.

This pressure differential was achievable using a 55 gram CTS diaphragm micro-pump from Parker, and we used an MPX5500 pressure sensor from Freescale to maintain awareness of the internal pressure state. To switch between grasp and release modes, we plumbed in a miniature pneumatic solenoid X-valve by Parker. Finally, we wanted to provide information regarding the force and torque at the wrist, so we used a 6-axis Mini-45 force torque sensor from ATI. The information from each sensor was output wirelessly using a Sparkfun microboard, and providing the hand with its own battery made the system completely modular. The five cups were arranged in a plus shape, equally spaced 76 mm apart (center to center), with the electronic components attached to the back-side as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, to provide a mechanical capacitance that would decrease cup evacuation time while also reducing mass, the inside of the gripper body was hollowed out. The gripper body was produced on an Eden260 3D printer using VeroGray material, and the overall mass of the hand including all components was 589 g, driven largely by the force sensor.

C. Spiral Zipper Arm

The gripper is attached to a Spiral Zipper arm [26], a robot manipulator with Cartesian coordinate control \((x, y, z)\) using three tethers and one Spiral Zipper tube. We developed two type of modules — tether modules and tube modules — to construct the robot. The tethers and Spiral Zipper tube, while very light, are powerful enough to maintain heavy loads as desired. A simple spool attached to the motor shaft is used to drive the tether, and an omni-wheel driving mechanism, shown in Fig. 5, is designed to drive the Spiral Zipper tube in and out.

All three tether links and one tube link are joined together at the end of the Spiral Zipper tube where the gripper is attached, as shown in Fig. 6. The state of the arm is modeled as a 3D vector denoting the position of the gripper, and a nested position controller controls the motion of the gripper.

D. Propulsion Core

The arm and gripper will be attached to a uniquely designed Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) we call a propulsion core. In the instantiation used for this paper, it has eight reconfigurable propeller pods, each capable of thrust vectoring about a single axis, and all mounted in an enclosed carbon fiber tube frame. Fig. 7 shows the physically realized propulsion core. Here, the frame itself is built to be strong and rigid, yet lightweight both to protect the propellers from striking the environment but also to be able to impact surfaces for force transmission. The pods are all mounted to vector along the pitch axis, allowing the vehicle to pitch in place without changing position, unlike a conventional thrust-based vehicles such as a quadrotor. This increases the effective workspace of any robotic limb mounted to the propulsion core, in this case the Spiral Zipper arm. The propulsion core flight system uses a Pixhawk flight controller running a modified PX4 v1.6.5 flight stack as the base autopilot, with an Odroid XU4 running custom software for coordinated vehicle and arm controls in a Linux environment. Each thrust vectoring pod consists of a U7 490kV T-motor with a 40.6 cm carbon fiber prop and a MX-28 Dynamixel servo for rotation. The vehicle dimensions are 0.93 x 1.85 x 0.66 meters, with a total vehicle mass of 13 kg. The lift capacity is approximately 400 N, giving a thrust to weight ratio of 3:1. The flight time is approximately 15 min on two 22.2 V 10900 mAh Lipo battery packs, wired such that each pack powers a set of four motors.

III. Gripper Testing and Results

A. Cup Normal Force

To characterize the performance of the gripper, we began by testing the response of the suction cup to normal force. First, we fixed a single cup to the bottom of an Instron 5965
Universal Testing System and drew a vacuum using the CTS micro-diaphragm pump on the gripper. We then affixed a flat plate to the top of the machine with a Mini-45 force torque sensor from ATI in between. Next, the top plate was lowered at a rate of 0.2 mm/s until the compressive force reached 20 N. After dwelling there for 3 s, the top plate was raised at a rate of 0.2 mm/s until the cup forcibly detached from the top plate.

Fig. 8 shows an example normal force response as a function of time. As the plate is lowered, the compressive force (negative tensile force) increases until a threshold force is overcome, opening the cup’s internal valve. The force on the object then rapidly switches from compressive to tensile as the air in the cup is evacuated and suction is engaged. Once the bottom position is reached, the viscoelastic properties of the rubber material cause some relaxation during the dwell. Upon rising, the internal stresses on the cup create a non-linear force response due to the changing mix of plastic-on-plastic contact and deformation of various rubber parts. Finally, a peak holding threshold is reached where the object is forcibly detached from the object. Detachment occurred 1.8 mm above the nominal lip plane of the cup. Over five tests, release forces averaged 57.2 ±10.2 N, and threshold forces averaged 4.6 ±1.7 N. We are as yet unsure of the reason for the large deviation in release force.

B. Planar Misalignment

Next, we sought to determine the cup’s ability to accommodate angular misalignment. The natural compliance in the cup should allow it to successfully engage, even if not perfectly aligned. To test this, we created planar objects varying in 3 degree increments and tested the threshold force required to activate the cup as well as the holding force. These angled planar objects were attached to the top of the Instron in place of the original object, and the procedure described in section III-A was repeated. Note: if attachment was not achieved, the compressive force setpoint at which the Instron was programmed to stop lowering was increased to create the attachment.

At a 3 degree offset, the response was indistinguishable from the aligned plane, with a threshold force of 3.3 N and a maximum holding force of 62.9 N, both within the expected margin of error. At a 6 degree angular misalignment, the cups were still able to engage, but required a mean threshold force of 31.8 N, and could only resist a mean force of 25.3 N. At 9 degrees, the cups were no longer able to engage the plane using a reasonable compressive force.

C. Cup Performance on Cylindrical Objects

Beyond planar objects, super-surface environments also tend to be rich with cylindrical objects such as pipes and poles. Thus, we sought to test the cup’s ability to grasp cylindrical objects. However, cylinders present a particular challenge because the planar contact surface of the cup lip does not match the orthogonally circular surface of the cylinder. To attach, internal stresses within the lip must be developed at the cost of reducing the cup’s ability to maintain its grasp on the cylinder. In addition, more force would be required to engage the cup due to the additional penetration depth along the center of the lip that is necessary to allow the outer edges of the cup to contact the cylinder.

To test these effects, we 3D printed cylindrical objects of varying radii out of VeroWhite using an Objet Eden 260. The radii were chosen as a function of the percentage of the cup lip the cylinder would need to penetrate before the outer edge of the lip contacted the cylinder. The following equation was derived and used:

\[
R_{cyl} = \frac{(\epsilon h_{lip})^2 + r_{cup}^2}{2 \epsilon h_{lip}}
\]

where \( R_{cyl} \) is the radius of the cylinder, \( \epsilon \) is the percent penetration to create full lip contact, \( h_{lip} = 3.9 \ mm \) is the total lip height, and \( r_{cup} = 16.5 \ mm \) is the radius of the cup.

We then tested the cups according to the procedure described in section III-A, again varying the maximum compressive force setpoint as needed.

Fig. 9 shows the results of these experiments. As expected, the maximum holding force decreased as the radius of the cylinder decreased (corresponding to an increase in required lip compression). In addition, the compressive force required to engage the cup on the cylinder also increased (larger negative magnitude in the figure), requiring 56.3 N of force to engage a cylinder with a radius of 88.0 mm. The cup was unable to grasp the next size smaller cylinder.

D. Static Grasping

Finally, we sought to demonstrate that the gripper was capable of holding an object approximately equivalent in mass to that of the flight vehicle. Fig. 10 shows the gripper easily grasping a 15 kg slab of polycarbonite, suggesting that it should similarly support the vehicle perched on the
underside of a ceiling, for example. A single cup grasping a 1.1 kg plastic bucket with 138 mm radius is also shown.

IV. Vehicle Testing and Results

A. Flight Noise Estimation

Having performed a preliminary evaluation of the gripper, we next sought to demonstrate the possibility of grasping from the vehicle. The challenge is that the aerial vehicle is subject to position and attitude noise as a function of the environmental conditions and the performance of the controller onboard. While we are actively working to improve this controller, we obtained test data for the vehicle using the PixHawk flying in a quadrotor-like format (without vectoring) to establish a baseline noise level and determine if the gripper could successfully attach under those conditions. Our expected operational procedure for attachment is to extend the arm such that the flight vehicle can attach to the wall before it begins to experience wall effects that might provide additional challenges to the controller. Therefore, we obtained test data from a 90 s flight without obstacle interference, where the vehicle was attempting to maintain its position and attitude in position hold mode using Vicon motion capture positions well above ground effect.

Fig. 11 shows a plot of the x and y position of the vehicle during the test flight. In the x direction (long axis of vehicle), the vehicle maintained its position within a maximum range of ±13 cm with a standard deviation of 6 cm at a frequency of 0.33 Hz. In the y direction, the vehicle maintained its position within a maximum range of ±26 cm with a standard deviation of 8 cm at a frequency of 0.22 Hz based on the principal component of the FFT analysis.

Fig. 12 shows a plot of the vehicle’s yaw and pitch angles as a function of time. Here, the vehicle maintained its yaw attitude within a range of ±4.7 deg with a standard deviation of 1.0 deg and a frequency of 0.45 Hz.

B. Lateral Grasping with Simulated Flight Noise

Our final test was to demonstrate lateral grasping in the presence of noise. For safety during these initial experiments, we mounted the arm and gripper on an air frame, which was then mounted to a cart with 4 caster wheels. The arm was extended toward a metal trash bin located at the edge of the vehicle’s positional error bubble as defined in section IV-A. The positional and angular noise was then simulated by moving the cart within the bounds of the data bubble at the appropriate frequencies using a metronome. As the cart moved within this noise, it grasped the trash bin and maintained the grasp exerting a peak force of 19.8 N, demonstrated in the video included with this submission. The grasp released under a moment of 0.89 Nm. In a separate experiment without vehicular noise, we also demonstrated grasping the bin via arm extension and then pulled the vehicle toward the bin.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we detailed the design of a new manipulation system for aerial systems to perform work with large lateral forces. This included a gripper based on a new self-sealing suction cup, a spiral zipper arm, and an eight rotor propulsion core. We then characterized the cup’s response to normal forces and its ability to grasp angled surfaces and cylinders of varying radius. Finally, we demonstrated grasping of a
vertical plane in the presence of simulated flight noise based on experimental flight data, as well as the vehicle’s ability to pull itself toward the plane once grasped.

In future work, we intend to improve the vehicle flight controller, particularly for flight in the presence of obstacles, and couple control of the configurable vehicle attitude dynamics of the propulsion core with the limb dynamics to increase effectiveness. We also plan to relocate flight hardware (e.g. batteries) onboard the propulsion core to balance the moment induced by the additional mass of the manipulator. Finally, we intend to improve the robustness of the arm and hand, improve torque resistance, demonstrate lateral aerial grasping from the flying vehicle, and add a second mechanism through which we can accurately transmit large lateral loads for performing meaningful work.
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